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1. INTRODUCTION 
On page 281 of [ 11, Griess states that Thompson “settled” the multiplier 
of his finite simple group F,. I was recently informed by dohn McKay that 
this is not in fact the case, and I gather that this unsatisfactory situation has 
now been confirmed by both Thompson and Griess. In this paper, we will 
attempt to put the record straight, by proving the following result. 
THEOREM. The Schur Multiplier of F, is trivial. 
We will also produce a power-commutator-type presentation of a Sylow 
3subgroup of F,, which has order 3”. Although it would be just feasible to 
carry out the relevant calculations by hand, I have in fact made use of the 
Canberra Nilpotent Quotient Algorithm (NQA), which is a computer 
program for producing presentations of finite p-groups, and for carrying out 
the commutator collection process. This algorithm is described in ]4]. 
I believe that, for calculations like these, a computer is much less likely to 
err than a human being. On the other hand, a machine-independent proof of 
the above theorem has been completed independently by Richard Lyons, 
using a somewhat different approach, and he intends to publish this in the 
near future. i 
Let G denote Thompson’s simple group F,, and let M denote its Schur 
Multiplier. For primes p dividing the order of G, let MP denote the p-primary 
part of M. It is fairly easy to show that M, is trivial for p # 3, and we will 
settle these cases in Section 2. In Section 3, we will deal with the difficult 
case p = 3. It will transpire that the 3-primary part of the multiplier of NG 
is trivial, where P E Syl,(G), and we will construct the group N,(P) 
explicitly. In fact IN(P)] = 3 lo . 4, and N(P)/P is a Klein four-group. 
Our sole reference for the structure of G will be Parrott’s paper [6], and 
we will conform to his notation as far as possible. 
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Recall that /G/ = 215 + 31° . 53 . I2 . 13 . 19. 31. Forpf 2, 3, 5, 7, G has 
cyclic Sylow p-subgroups, and so MI, is triviai. Let b E G have order 5. It 
follows from (5.2) of [6] that O(C,(b)) is a nonabelian group of order 53 
and exponent 5, and it is a Sylow 5-subgroup of G. The involution z in the 
main theorem of [6] lies in C,(b), and C,(z) has order exactly divisible by 
5. Thus O(C,(b)) = (b, b,, b2), where z inverts b, and b,. Since the 
multiplier of (b, b,, b2) is generated by commutators [b, b,] and [b, b,], both 
of which are inverted by z, we deduce that M, is trivial. A similar argument 
shows that M, is trivial. 
From (3.14) of [6], we learn that G has a subgroup H =NG(F), where F 
is elementary abelian of order 25, and H/F z GL(5,2), with the natural 
induced action of H on F. We shall show that H has trivial multiplier, and 
since 215 divides j H / , H contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and it follows 
that M, = 1. To do this, we shall make use of the exact sequence in 
cohomology derived from the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
(see, for example, Exercise 2, p. 355 of [5]). 
-es -+H2(H/F, C)+K+ H’(H/F, Hom(F, C))-t ... 
where K denotes the kernel of the restriction map H2(H, c) -+ H2(F, @). The 
first term of this sequence is the multiplier of GL(5, 2), which is known to be 
trivial (see [l] for references). Since Hom(F, C) is just the dual of the 
natural module for GL(5,2), we find from Lemma 4, p. 441 of [2], that the 
third term is also trivial. Therefore K = 0. Now, as an H/F-module, 
H2(F, C) E F A F, which is irreducible and nontrivial. It follows that the 
image of H2(H, c) in H2(F, c), which is an H-submodule, must be trivial. 
Hence K is the whole of H*(H, C), and so H2(H, C) is trivial, as claimed. 
3. THE CASE p=3 
Our principal aim is to pin down the precise structure of a Sylow 
3subgroup P of G. There is in fact sufficient information in Parrott’s paper 
[6] to enable us to do this with a certain amount of routine calculation. We 
first list some facts about the 3-structure of G. 
(i) There is an elementary abelian subgroup K = C X D of order 35, 
where C = (ci , c2, cj) and D = (d, e). 
(ii) Let N= N&D) and M = O,(N). Then ML C,(D) and M has 
order 39. N is a split extension of M by GL(2,3), and we put N = (M, S, c,), 
where (S, c,) g GL(2,3), c: = 1, and S is semidihedral of order 16. 
P = (44, c4) E Syl,(G). 
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(iii) K 4 N, and M/K is elementary abelian of order 34. 
Gi = C,(c,) for i = 1,2, 3. Then M/K = (F,,, F12, Fjl, I?$,)~ where C, = 
(K c 11, en), 6, = (K c 31, cd and C, = (K c;~“c~~, c,,). 
(iv) C,/K = CMIR(c4). 
(v) Let (z) = Z(S). Then N,(P) = N,(P) = (P, z, u), where (z, u) c S 
is a Klein four-group. 
(vi) (S, cd) normalizes and acts irreducibly on C. S G N((c,)), and 
the action of c, on C by conjugation is as follows. 
(vii) The actions of z and u on P are as follows. C,(z) = (cl, c,, cl, 
cd), and z inverts each of the remaining generators cil, c,*, c,,) c,,, d, e. 
CF@)= (Cl,> c319 c2, d) and u inverts the remaining generators c,, ci2, cj2, 
c, 2 c3 > e. 
All of the above facts are explicitly stated or proved in Section 4 of [6], 
with the exception of (vi). Fact (vi) is deducible from the fact that 
(S, C, cd) c C(z) and, using the information in Section 2 of [6]: we see that 
(S, C, c,)/(z) is th e normalizer of a specific group isomorphic to C in the 
alternating group A,. (Unfortunately, my c, corresponds to c;’ in 161.) 
Now it is shown on page 399 of [6] that [C,(u), c31] = (c,, a’). From (iii), 
we know that C !Z Z(M) and, since 5’ acts irreducibly on C, we deduce 
(viii) M has class 3, and its lower and upper central series are both 
equal to 1 cDcKcA4. 
Finally, it is shown in (4.2) of 161, that R = O,(C,(c,)) is elementary 
abelian of order 35, and C, = RC. Since z EN(R) and z centralizes C,/ 
we must have c 11, cl2 E R. Hence we have 
(ix> (cl,, ci2) is elementary abelian of order 9. 
We now have enough information to determine N(P) up to isomoprhism. 
We will successively calculate the structures of N(P)/K, N(P)/D and N(P). 
First we consider N(P)/K, and so all equations in this paragraph will be 
modulo K. Let (S, c,) = (x, y, u, cq), where Q = (x, y) is quaternion of order 
8. Since z(= x2 = y’) inverts M/K, Q must act fixed point freely on 
The only faithful irreducible Q-module over G8’(3) has order 9, and so M/K 
must be a direct sum of two such modules. It can then be easily checked that 
Q normalizes precisely four subgroups of order 9 in M/K. In fact, this 
follows from the absolute irreducibility of the action of Q on the two- 
dimensional module of order 9. Since S g N((c,)) (from (vi)), we have 
c, E N(C,/K), and so c, must permute three of these four subgroups 
cyclically, and fix the fourth. It is now clear that N/K is uniquely determined 
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up to isomorphism, and we may assume that x, y and cq act on M/K as 
follows. (The action of u is known already from (vii).) 




C4: Cll-rC,,C12C~1C32;C12-‘C12C31;C31’C31; C32+C32* (*I) 
(In fact, with this action, we have xc4 = y, yc4 = xy, x” = y-l, y’ =x-l and 
c; = c,‘.) 
Now we proceed to N(P)/D, and so we will work modulo D in this 
paragraph. By (ix), c,, and cl2 have order 3, and hence their images under 
conjugation by c, also have order 3. Thus M/D is generated by elements of 
order 3 and, since it is a group of class 2, it must have exponent 3. M/D is 
therefore a factor group of the unique largest 4-generator class 2 group of 
exponent 3, which has order 31° (see [3, p. 3231). By (ix) again, 
[c ii, ci2] = 1, which, together with its images under c4 and ci, provides three 
relations, which are sufficient to define M/D of order 37. The action of 
(S, c,) on K/D can then be deduced from its action on M/K. In order to be 
consistent with the action of c4 on C given by the equations in (vi), we 
choose the following relations for M/D. 
[c 12, cll] = l; [c31, cll] = & [c32, cl,] =+3; 
[C 3l,Cl2]=C:; [C32,C*2]=C:; [C32,C3l]=Cj. 
(“2) 
(Remember that these equations are modulo D at this stage.) The induced 
actions of x and y on K/D (and in fact on C), are as follows. 
2 
x: c, -+ Cl ; c2 -+ Cl c3 ; C3+ClC2; 
2 2 2 2 (“3) y: c, --f c, ; c2+clc3; c3+c,c2. 
The equations in (“1) only gave the action of c, modulo K. Since [c,, z] = 1, 
c4 must conjugate the generators cri, c12, c3i, c32 to elements that are 
inverted by z. This allows only one possibility for the action of c4 modulo D, 
which is as follows. 
This completes the description of N(P)/K. 
Finally we come on to N(P) itself. We know from (iii) that [ci, c,,] = 
[‘l, ‘121 = [‘3, c31] = [c3~ c32] = [ c2, c32] = 1 and that [c2, cll] = [c2, c3r]. 
Using (*2), (vi), (vii) and (*4), we can deduce the following actions of u 
and c4 on D. 
u centralizes [c2, c3i], [c3, ci2] and [ci, c32] and inverts [c3, c,,], [c2, c,,] 
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and [c,, c,,]. So we will choose [cz, cJ1] = d and [c3, c,r] = e. c, maps 
~C3~ClZl-+ k3,c121, k3, c111+ h~CIII1C3~ CIA [c*9c121+ ~%Jnlh~31? 
15, c1212, [Cl, cjll+ [~~,~~,l[~~,~~~l. Thus [~,rdl= I. but [c,,elf 1. 
Hence, since [cz, cl21 = eii, we get [c,, cr2] # [cl, c3r] and so [c3, c12] = d2 
and ec4 = ed’. Thus [cz, c,*] = e and [cr, czl] = e’. Unfortunately, it is still 
unclear whether [c, , cj2] = d or d2. But, since d = [cz, c, 1] = [c,, ~~~1, we 
find from (“1) and (“3) that x conjugates d to d2e = de[c,, cj2], an 
[cl, cJ= d. 
Next we consider the commutators in (“2) in P. These are uniquely deter- 
mined by the action of z on the generators. They become 
[c 12, c,,l = 1; Ic 31, cl,] = c:d2; [cj2, cll] = cfc,e*d; 
lc 315 cl21 = c:d2; [cj2, c,,] = tie; 1c325 c311=c3, 
This completes the determination of M. From (‘“I), we ave 
(c~~c,~c~~c~~)~ = (c~~c,~)~ = 1, which implies that c:, ==d2 and cz2= 1. For 
this particular calculation, and at several places later, it is helpful, and 
perhaps advisable, to use a computer to perform the commutator collection 
process. 
The only remaining indeterminacy is in the action of c4 on cI1, c12, c3r p 
and c32. Assume that 
c4: ~,I---~,,~,,~:,~,,~,~:~; ~12~~12~31~3X~ '3I+ '31 Yic32-+ c32zY 
where w, X, y, z E D. Then, by replacing c3, by aced’ for suitable i, we may 
assume that w E (e). Now, by replacing c,, by clzei for some i, we may 
assume that x E (e), and similarly we can get z E (e). We shall now 
calculate the action of 1 = (uc,+)~ on the generators c3*, cjI, c12 and cl1 in 
turn. The first three of these yield successively z = 1, y = (de)’ for some i, 
and x = e*‘. Then applying c: = 1 to c12, using ci, = dZ gives i = 2. Finally, 
applying (uc4)' to c, r gives w = 1. This completes the determination of 
which has class 7 and exponent 27. We sum up by giving the complete 
presentation. 
p= cc4, cll, c12, c31, c32, cl, CZ, c3, d, e) with the following relations: 
6) cr ) c,, c3, d and e all have order 3 and commute; 
(ii) d and e commute with cI1, c,~, c3r and c,,; 
(iii) ci, = ci2 = ci2 = c: = 1, and c:, = d2; 
C2d2 (iv> 1 c12,c111= 1; [c31,cllj =C:d*; [c~~~c~,] =cfc,e'd; [c,,,c,,l= 
3 1 [C32? cl21 = 4e; k32, c3,1 = c3; 
(v> [cl~clll = [c,:clzl = 1; [cl, cj,l =e*; Ic~,c~~J =d; Ic2, c,,l =4 
1C29 cl21 =e; [G, cgll =d; [c,, c,,] = 1; [c,, cl,1 =e; [c3, cl21 =d2; 
[c3, c3,l= ic,, c321= 1; 
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(4 h c,] = c12c~lc32clc~; [c12, 4 = c,,c,e; [Cam, c,] = d2e2; 
[C 327 CJ = 1; [c1 9 $1 = c,c,; [c,, c,l = c:; [c3, cd] = 1; [d, c.,] = d; 
[e, c4] = d2. 
Of course, many of the above relations are redundant, but they do provide 
a complete power-commutator presentation of P. Since the actions of z and u 
on P are known from (vii), we have also determined N(P). We could also 
calculate the precise actions of x and y on P, to complete the determination 
of N = N(D), but this turns out to be unnecessary in the computation of the 
multiplier. 
At this stage, we make our most significant use of the computer. The 
nilpotent quotient algorithm is used to produce a presentation of the so- 
called p-covering group of P. This is defined to be the maximal group H with 
the property that H has a central subgroup Z with H/Z g P, Zp = 1 and 
Z c [H, H] Hp. This presentation is listed in the appendix. It should be 
emphasized that H is not the same thing as the ordinary covering group, as 
originally defined by Schur, which is a maximal group H* with a central 
subgroup Z* E [H *, H”] with H*/Z* z P. H is unique, whereas H* need 
not be. Furthermore, Z has exponent p, whereas Z* need not. On the other 
hand, Z */(Z *)p is a subgroup of Z and so, if it can be shown that (z, u) 
acts without fixed points on Z, then it must also act without fixed points on 
Z*. This implies that the 3-primary part of the Schur multiplier of N(P) is 
trivial, which forces M, = 1, which is what we are trying to prove. (A good 
general account of the elementary properties of the Schur Multiplier and 
covering groups can be found in [7]. The properties ofp-covering groups are 
described in [4], unfortunately without proofs.) 
So we have to compute the action of (z, u) on Z. Since we know its action 
on P, and the generators of 2 are defined as powers or commutators of the 
inverse images in H of elements in P, this is a routine matter. It turns out 
that (z, u) acts without fixed points on Z, as claimed. Full details of this 
action are given in the Appendix. 
APPENDIX: POWER-COMMUTATOR PRESENTATION FOR H 
H has 17 generators numbered 1-17. 
Nontrivial third powers are 
I3 = 15, 23 = 16, 33 = 17, 43 = 92.10.122, 53 = 10. 
Nontrivial commutators are 
[2, 1 I = 4, [3, l] = 5 * 7 f 10. 13, [3,2] = 14, [4, 11 = 5, 
[4,21= 6, [4,3]=7.8- 11, [5, l] = 82 . 9’ . lo2 . 12, 
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[5,21 = 7, [5,3] = 8' - 9, [5,4] = 8 . g2 . lo', 
[6,1]=7+8~9’. ll*, [6,2]=9. 102. ll*. 12, 
[6,3]=9.10.11, [6,4]= 11*, [6, 5] = 9 1 lo', 
17, 11 = 8, [7,2] = 10 1 11, [7,3] = g2, 
[7,4] = g2 ~ lo*, [7,5] = 10, [8,21 = 9, 18, 3] = 10, 
[8,4] = 10, [9, l] = 10. 
Images of original generators (chosen to preserve actions of z and U> are 
c4+ 1, Cl1 + 2, Cl, --t 3, cxl -+ 5 . 7 ' 8' . 92 s 102 . 12*, 
Cam+ 3’. 4. 5 . 6. 7’ . 8. 9, cl--f 62 . 7**8.9*~10.11.12, 
c*-‘7*. 9 * 11, c3 + 8, lo’, e-t 9, d4 102. 
Z =p-multiplicator of P = (11, 12,..., 17). 
Actions of z and u are as follows. 
z:l+l, 2-+2-l, 3+3-l, 4+4*.6. 112, 5+5’.7.8*.9*. 10. 11’, 
6+6~9~102~12,7~7.9.11,8-t8.10,9~92, lO+lO*, 11+112, 
12+ 12’, 13 + 13’, 14 + 14, 15 + 15, 16 + 16*, 17 + 17*; 
24: 14 l-l, 2-+ 2, 3-+3-l, 4 + 42 * 5, 5 -+ 5 * 8 * lo2 * 12, 
6+62~7~92~10~112,7-*7~9,8-,82~102,9+92, IO-tlO, ll+If, 
12+ 12*, 13 + 12. 13, 14 -+ 142, 15 -+ 15’, 16 --f 16, 17 4 172. 
Given their actions on 1, 2 and 3, which correspond to cq ) c,, and c,*, these 
actions can be deduced successively from the relations of H. 
It has also been checked that z and u really do induce automorphisms of 
H, by computing their actions on each of the relations. 
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